When planted near buildings, trees can **cut air conditioning use by 30%** and reduce heating energy use by 20-50%.

100 trees remove **53 tons of CO2** and **430 pounds of other air pollutants** per year.

A **‘green view’** from a window increases job satisfaction and reduces job stress.

A mature tree gives off enough oxygen per year to support **two people**!

Roadside trees cut indoor **air pollution in half**!

Cars **travel slower and more carefully** on tree-lined streets.

An acre of trees absorbs as much CO2 as is produced from driving **26,000 miles**!

Trees absorb rainfall, **clean our water**, and their unique root system holds everything together underground, preventing erosion.

**532 species of caterpillars** thrive on oaks... that's a lot of baby bird food!

**TREELAX!**
Just 5 minutes of viewing trees can reduce stress.

The more people **volunteer**, the happier they are.